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Across
2. A law that includes regulations ensuring the 

privacy of patient

9. First or among the first in importance or rank

10. Something that serves to guide or impel 

towards an action or goal

11. A person or business authorized to act on 

another’s behalf

12. The body of law governing certain 

relationships between people, such as marriage, 

contracts, and torts (injuries)

14. Statement that causes injury to another’s 

reputation

15. Under civil law, a wrong committed by one 

person against another

17. An administrative division of a government or 

international organization

18. A rule of conduct or procedure recognized by 

a community as binding or enforceable by authority

19. Contracts in which some terms are not 

specifically stated but our understood by the parties 

based on the nature of the transaction

20. Assurance that and update relevant snapshot of 

the patient’s health information is available to any 

and all clinicians at time of encounter

23. The quality of being acknowledged or seen

24. Moral responsibility

25. Resulting from an action

Down
1. A person knowingly, without duress or 

coercion, clearly and explicitly consents to the 

proposed therapy in writing

3. Contracts in which terms are written out in the 

document

4. A law that includes regulation ensuring the 

privacy of patient information

5. A type of advance medical directive in which 

legal documents provide the power of attorney to 

another person in the case of an incapacitating 

medical condition

6. To be free or released from some liability or 

requirement to which other are subject

7. Contracts in which terms are written out in the 

document

8. Untruths; lies

13. Legally responsible

16. The identification of a medical condition

21. Pertaining to, or having to do with, the 

patient/client

22. Underage the legal age of full responsibility

Word Bank
Diagnosis Written consent Law Expressed contracts Continuity or care

Resultant Obligation Tort Recognition Misrepresentations

Directive information Relevant Minor Agent

Liable Exempt Civil law Implied contracts Agency

HIPAA Expressed contracts Principal Durable power of attorney Defamatory


